IMPORTANCE OF IMPLEMENTING THE GREEN ECONOMY CONCEPT AND ITS IMPACT ON FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF AN ENTERPRISE

Abstract

In the modern business environment, sustainable development is largely achieved through the implementation of the concept of the green economy, both at the global and national as well as at the corporate level. The motive for the application of this concept at the level of enterprise can be found in the numerous benefits and positive business experiences of companies that have already decided to take that step. Although there are different opinions regarding the character and direction of the following relation, it is stated that the most important reason for implementation of this concept is possible positive correlation with achieving financial performances and competitive advantage of the enterprise-implementator. One way of understanding this influence is through monitoring the implementation of environmental strategy, or through monitoring the process of environmental performance and social responsibility performance management.
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Introduction

The survival of the modern business world can only be seen in drastic changes in the current way of doing business, by switching to the concept of sustainable development. The adoption of its idea at all, but especially on the level of individual enterprises, is greatly helped by an implementation process of a very similar concept - the green economy. Through accepting the basic principles and messages of both of these concepts in the everyday business activities, the enterprise achieves multiple uses and benefits, which is more than enough reason to continue to foster this new philosophy in the future trends of its business.

The green economy concept and environmentally responsible way of doing business mean understanding different relations between enterprise and the environment, as well as an altered view on the performances along achieved. Summarized, all of this can affect the final business results, which means that there is a need for a very detailed and precise examination of the very nature of these relations. Monitoring these relations can be made indirectly, through social responsibility performance, or directly, through environmental strategy implementation process. Since the functioning of the company is conditioned by some other factors as well, it is necessary to also include their impact in the entire analysis and to assess its possible consequences.

Therefore, in this paper, the focus will firstly be made on identifying all the relevant advantages and benefits that can be obtained by applying the green economy concept in an enterprise. Secondly, the paper captures the most important among them - the potential positive impact of such action on the financial performances of the company. This correlation is analysed through the business, so therefore also an environmental performance management process.

The advantages of using the green economy concept on the enterprise level

As a concept, and by those who were promoting it, the green economy was being mostly explained through a number of its advantages and benefits that can be offered to the modern world. Thus, numerous publications and guides created by UNEP have characterized green economy in the following way: 2 green economy recognizes the value of natural capital and invests in this area; it is the key lever in poverty reduce; this concept creates a business with environmental elements that promotes social equity; thanks to green economy the use of fossil fuels is increasingly substituted by renewable energy and clean technologies use and finally, that this concept promotes resource and energy efficiency.

Similar is the view of green economy benefits in terms of its corporate implementation, through environmentally responsible way of doing business. The observance of sustainability principles and environmental responsibility introduction to everyday business actions of an enterprise can make savings on many levels, so that in a very short period of time, some former costs can slowly transform into cost savings and profit (e.g. waste as a source of income). This approach usually means higher interest of employees and other stakeholders, and their greater willingness to engage in the business of the company and create the best possible results from it. Eco-design of products and services contributes in attracting new customers, opening new markets and providing
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greater visibility among other participants in the industry or on the market. Therefore, the process of “greening” means new challenges for the enterprise, the greater degree of its innovation and improvement of its flexibility, as well as a closer cooperation with all of its partners along the entire supply chain. All this inevitably leads to creating competitive advantage for an enterprise and to its better economic results.

Another list of potential green economy benefits can be found in the work experience of some experts in this field. According to one of them, Stefan Doering, the benefits of the green economy concept implementation for the enterprise are following: increased volume of sales due to the increased demand for “green” products; less price sensitivity of these new products, which is why sales growth is also recorded in the future period of time; good business opportunities for the enterprises in the energy consumption field, the field of “green” technology use, training and consulting, environmental design, etc; greater publicity and competitiveness, greater customer loyalty and its impact on the business stability, strong support for the community and reduced impact on price changes. The named author is a founder and owner of BEST Coaches, a company that has been involved in providing advice and practical training for managers in the “green” companies management process since 1988.

So, green economy is an approach that can bring many benefits to the company that is implementing it, but only if done in the right way. Therefore, following part deals with the analysis of all the possible effects of the green economy implementation in the company on its financial performances and its final business results, which is the most important benefit that this concept can give to one enterprise.

Impact of environmental performances on financial performances of an enterprise

Probably the most important advantage and a great motive for an enterprise to choose environmentally responsible way of doing business and to implement the green economy concept, are potentially positive impacts of such actions on its business performances. This mainly refers to its financial performances, which can also retroactively affect the achieved level of environmental performances, as well as social responsibility and sustainable development performances in general. Since environmental responsibility is part of corporate social responsibility, relation between environmental and financial performances should first be considered through social responsibility performances, after which can the ecological-economic aspect of the business alone be separated and analyzed.

Understanding the relation between social responsibility performances and financial performances of an enterprise

Namely, whether there is or not, and what kind of the relation between social responsibility performances and financial performances exists, were and continue to be many dilemmas and researches. Some authors found that the social responsibility
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performances negatively affect financial performances of a enterprise. This is because the enterprise that fosters socially responsible approach to its operations must also carry out a significant investment in the area, in order to strengthen its social responsibility performances. This in turn means pulling its resources back and turning management’s attention from the key business areas. When because of this expected results fail, not only that the company will not achieve the expected competitiveness on the market, but it also won’t be possible to have further realization of the social dimensions of the business. As a final result, the enterprise will be facing a drastic reduction of profits and growth of costs on the long term.

There are opinions that the relation between these performances does not exist, or it is difficult to determine it due the complexity, and the opinions that it depends on the size of the enterprise. Thus, in case of larger companies and due to their greater involvement in the life and work of the community in which they operate, as well as due to higher level of their social responsibility, these companies achieve better economic performance. Smaller ones are concerned about the possible negative effects of investing in the social responsibility, which is why the positive economic effects, present in larger companies that do, are absent.

However, there are more and more of those who believe that socially responsible enterprises are making greater financial results, and that the social responsibility performances are actually their financial drivers. Positive effect is mutual, so the financial performances are drivers for social responsibility performances, but it is also possible to speak about their interactive relationship. When these views are added to previous ones about their negative relationship, the following list of differentiated reviews is made:

1. financial performances can be positively or negatively affected by the social responsibility performances;
2. social responsibility performances can be positively or negatively affected by the financial performances
3. social responsibility performances can positively or negatively affect the financial performance of the company while the same time financial performances can positively or negatively affect the social responsibility performances.

The reason for so many different, often conflicting views regarding the above ratio is the fact that during the consideration of their relationship, different categories of financial performance are observed (profit margin, profitability of overall funds, profitability of own funds), but more importantly, but more important is the problem unique social responsibility performance inclusion. The main problem actually is, the
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inability to quantify the aggregate performance of social responsibility in the form of a single performance measure of social responsibility.\textsuperscript{11} The existence of such term would allow easier understanding the problem of relationship between these performances, so the unique opinion on the matter whether the impact is positive or negative and which is the direction of it, would be differentiated among most authors and researchers.

This paper adopted the viewpoint that there is a two-way correlation between the social responsibility performances, therefore environmental performances as well, and financial performances, which ultimately underscores the importance of the green economy concept implementation and the idea of sustainability on the corporate level. Sustainability performances of the company mean simultaneously achieving success with all of the mentioned goals: social, environmental and financial. The establishment and proper understanding of the links between sustainability performances, competitiveness and business success, makes possible having the insight about social role of an enterprise and helps the management to find adequate ways for managing corporate sustainability of their market and profit oriented enterprise.\textsuperscript{12} This means that non-market dimensions, such as social or environmental ones, have a significant impact on competitiveness and business success (financial performances) of an enterprise.

In fact, willingly performing all the social and environmental activities aimed at improving the social and environmental performances, the company realizes its social responsibility performances. Managing these aspects of business, along with the key business activities management and appreciation of external and other factors, has its results in a form of certain level of competitiveness, which ultimately affects the financial performances of the company. Non-market business components may thereby have a direct impact (e.g. through production costs) or indirect, by realizing the overall sustainability performances and their impact on the competitive position of the company. The achieved level of financial performances, depending on the level of retained or accumulated profits and investments in environmental and social projects made from the accumulation, in turn influences the future level of social responsibility performances,\textsuperscript{13} so it is very important to effectively manage both, market and non-market dimensions of the business. This is confirmed by the cases such as the one where the Shell company in 1995, wanted to sink its Brent Spar oil platform,\textsuperscript{14} or when the Nike company in 2001, recorded the drop in its sales due to the pressure of non-governmental organizations regarding allegations that its suppliers use child labor in the manufacturing process.\textsuperscript{15}


\textsuperscript{14} Greenpeace (2011) 1995 - Shell reverses decision to dump the Brent Spar, <http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/about/history/Victories-timeline/Brent-Spar>.

The impact of environmental strategy on financial performances of an enterprise

It has already been pointed out that an important element of strategy of the enterprise or business unit is environmental strategy, which accurately determines the ways and means of achieving the set of environmental objectives for the observed level (enterprise/business unit). This raises the question of economic viability and social feasibility of investing in the environmental aspects of business operations, or more precise, in the implementation of various environmental actions, programs and initiatives aimed to help the company achieve its planned environmental development (Figure 1).

Figure 1 - Environmental strategy, environmental performances and their impact on financial performances of an enterprise

![Diagram showing the relationship between environmental strategy, environmental performances, and financial performances.]


Very often is operating in the ecological sphere in the enterprise associated with the costs or expenditures which are threat to current profits. This suggests a certain interdependence between environmental and financial performances of the company. First, it is necessary to emphasize that certain investments (spending, investments) in environmental programmes of the company are in the function of long-term, perspective growth of incomes, profit, business success and development. Therefore, it is highlighted the importance of management actions in direction of proper routing of environmental actions, programmes and projects, and in a way that shows their company as environmentally responsible.

Through the accomplishment of dimensions of its environmental responsibility, the enterprise should also see its as well as the benefits therefore realized for all of the stakeholders, so because of that it is necessary that its management realizes how to manage actors and factors of environmental performances, how to identify measures and actions for their improvement and create supportive systems and structures for such improvement.

The involvement of businesses in the direction of preserving and improving the quality of the environment, results in increased motivation and productivity of employees, and the wider community is also pleased with enterprises with a higher level of environmental awareness. This is evident through their improved business reputation and increased corporate image, which, combined with the quality of products in the direction of their “greening” (healthy products, eco-friendly products, etc.) leads to increased satisfaction of its customers, their repeated purchases and profit growth for an enterprise on that basis. Finally, investors and financial analysts, as well as state authorities and its agencies are also interested in the environmental performances of the company. Thus, to the first mentioned group of stakeholders that information is needed in order to review the risks and justification of investing their assets in shares of the company, which in turn affects the reputation of the company and its market value. Satisfied investors and financial analysts mean lower overall risk and cost of capital for the company, and thus better chances in achieving enviable results in the future. And the state itself, on the other hand, highly values the efforts of company in the area of its environmental responsibility, which means better treatment for that business subject in terms when instruments of national environmental policy are acting. All of this means that by having its corporate actions in the environmental field, the company achieves an adequate response with its stakeholders, which in turn affects their cooperation, and the final business results as a product of that partnership.

Therefore, it is necessary that its management realizes the nature of the reaction that is produced by chosen environmental direction of an enterprise on time, and the possible effects of this situation on its overall business performances. This is the only way for enterprise to count on better integration of this important information in the daily process of business (including environmental) decision making, on the proper consideration of the possibilities of its further development, on creating environmental and business strategy for the next planning period, as well as on achieving positive feedback effect of financial on its future environmental performances in business.

However, no matter what the results of previous studies and confirmations of a number of authors in the issue of environmental and economic performances are, there are only few managers who actually succeeded to systematically analyze and manage these relationships through the end.\(^\text{17}\) This is at the very least amazing, considering the fact that the very same environmental activities of an enterprise can be that crucial factor in achieving financial results in the contemporary courses of its business. However, validated practice examples of some of the world’s most successful companies, which have decided to “green” their own business and therefore have achieved remarkable, primarily financial results, speak in favor of the existence of these positive connections between the analyzed group of performances. Since this relationship is exactly what worries management the most, it is expected that such practical confirmation of its importance contribute to the increasing popularization of the green economy concept and to much greater corporate sector involvement in realizing the idea of sustainability in the future.

**Conclusion**

Inclusion of the green economy concept in the daily operations of an enterprise, because of the numerous and serious environmental consequences of current business

system functioning, is increasingly taking on the character of precondition of its existence, the one that has no alternative. In addition to this inevitable, another reason can be found in all the other effects of environmentally responsible way of doing business, which depending on the success of the implementation of the concept, can bring multiple benefits to enterprise and the possibility of further progress in the business on all levels of the organization.

The essence and significance of implementation of this concept on the enterprise level just lies in the possibility of manifestation of all of the potential benefits of “greening” for an organization that is implementing it. Although there are very common opinions that the real connection between environmental and financial performances does not exist, analysed experiences of some companies that have decided to take this step showed that environmental responsibility can make significant improvements in the area of achieving financial results, all thanks to the fact that some cost savings or new sources of income can then appear, and generally the corporate image and market position for the company implementing the concept can be quite improved. However, the implementation of the green economy concept on the corporate level does not mean expressing the potential advantages of this concept by itself. This is due to many external and internal factors, as well as risk of incomplete or inadequate implementation of the concept.

Therefore, it is concluded that, between environmental and financial performances positive correlation does exist, and on all of the potential benefits of applying the green economy concept can count only those companies that approach this endeavor seriously and respecting the advice and experience from the field of its earlier implementation.
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